The advantages of predicting the yield of the wafers before they reach the end-of-line are manifold. The include: detection and elimination of yield-limiting process excursions and adjustment of wafer starts to meet the demand schedule. In-line defect measurements are the key enablers of the functional yield prediction. Other factors include parametric measurements. A multi-layer critical area based yield prediction system using in-line defect measurements, was presented in [3]. The purpose of this paper is to examine the extension of the yield model used in that system to include intra-layer and inter-layer defect propagation statistics. Using real fabline data we present and discuss the results of intra-layer and interlayer defect propagation. In our ISSM'96 paper, we illustrated our critical area based yield prediction methodology using real fabline data. The key steps in our yield prediction model are the extraction of critical areas of different layers from the device layout, and analysis of the in-line defect data such as identification of cluster and random defects, separation of " adder" and " common" defects, and estimation of defect size distribution.
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To point out the new features, we present the flow chart of the yield prediction system in Figure 1 . The first step is the extraction of critical area of all the critical layers using the drawn layouts and MAPEX [l] . The drawn layouts are significantly different from the manufactured layouts due to: (1) design shrinks and (2) variations in critical dimensions because of manufacturing process variations. Hence the critical areas obtained from the drawn layouts are scaled and shifted to truly represent the manufactured dimensions. The defect data obtained from KLA 213X inspection stations is postprocessed as follows. First, the data is de-clustered using the KLA software [2]. Since clusters account for relatively small yield losses (especially for the logic products), we focus only on the random defects for the purpose of this study. It is easy to extend this model to include defect clusters. The random defect data includes defect coordinates and sizes (expressed in terms of x and y dimensions, and true defect area). While we perform in-line defect inspection at different layers, we need to be aware of the fact that (a) defect inspection equipment may report the same defect multiple times especially if the defect is seen through a transparent layer, or (b) more importantly, the defects can propagate to higher layers and result in larger sizes due to "decoration" effect. The DSA (defect source analysis) module in KLA 255X enabled us to distinguish between adder defects (that correspond to the new defects that are added) at a given layer and common defects between multiple layers. This determination is based on the defect coordinates. We used this feature to obtain the adder/common defects at Poly, Metal 1 and Metal 2 ( Figure   2 ). The purpose is to use the adder defects and (adder+common) defects separately for the yield prediction. The expectation is that the (adder+common) defects might underestimate the yield since the common defects could be accounted for more than once. Eventually we need to treat the common defects and adder defects separately along with appropriate defect growth/propagation modeling techniques. fully tracking the yield on a weekly basis. However, the yield prediction with the (adder + common) defects often underestimates the actual yield. This is due to the fact that some defects in Poly and Metal 1 are counted more than once due to carryover to subsequent layers. On the other hand, the predicted yield using only adder defects agrees very well with the actual yield in most work weeks, and the accuracy is well within 3% on the average. This also means that these defect mechanisms, i.e., Poly, Metal 1 and Metal 2 shorts are the dominant ones for this product. For the adder defects, we notice from Figure 3 that there is no intersection of the predicted yield curve with the actual yield curve with the exception of one point which is due to yield bust phenomenon not account for in our model. Finally, it should be noted that our yield impact prediction system can also predict yield loss due to vertical (or inter-layer) shorts. The overall yield loss can be computed as a product of partial yields (for adder defects only) or taking into account defect growth/propagation and inter-layer defects. In order to do this, it is important to model the effects of intra-layer and inter-layer defect propagation statistics. Figure 4 shows the intra-layer propagation of defects in Poly module.
Defect propagation is also accompanied by defect growth. To account for the growth which happens from level to level, we have to adjust not only the defect densities at each level but also the changes in defect sizes. Figure 5 presents the results of defect growth for inter-layer propagation. Note that out of Poly defects that were transferred from Poly to Metal 1, 40% of the propagated defects more than doubled their size. This has to be modeled by changing the 
